The impact of moist processes on mountain waves over Sierra Nevada Mountain Range is investigated in this study. Aircraft measurements over Owens Valley obtained during the Terrain-induced Rotor Experiment (T-REX) indicate that mountain waves were generally weaker when the relative humidity maximum near the mountaintop level was above 70%. Four moist cases with a RH maximum near the mountaintop level greater than 90% have been further examined using a mesoscale model and a linear wave model. Two competing mechanisms governing the influence of moisture on mountain waves have been identified. The first mechanism involves low-level moisture that enhances flow-terrain interaction by reducing windward flow blocking. In the second mechanism, the moist airflow tends to damp mountain waves through destratifying the airflow and reducing the buoyancy frequency. The second mechanism dominates in the presence of a deep moist layer in the lower to middle troposphere, and the wave amplitude is significantly reduced associated with a smaller moist buoyancy frequency. With a shallow moist layer and strong low-level flow, the two mechanisms can become comparable in magnitude and largely offset each other.
Introduction
Moist processes have been largely ignored in the majority of mountain-wave studies, partially because of the complexity associated with moisture and microphysical processes. Studies of the interaction between moist airflow and mesoscale topography can be broadly classified into two categories. The first category includes quasianalytical studies with highly simplified representations of moist processes. For example, a set of two-dimensional steady-state linear wave solutions including moist processes such as upslope condensation, leeside evaporation, and upslope precipitation were provided by Smith and Lin (1982) . In their study, the latent heat warming or cooling associated with moist processes was represented by a variety of analytical heating functions. It has been demonstrated by Barcilon et al. (1979) that, in the presence of reversible moist processes, the dry linear wave equation is still valid after replacing the dry buoyancy frequency (N ) with a moist buoyancy frequency (N w ). Therefore, if the moist buoyancy frequency is known a priori, the moist wave solution can be derived without explicitly considering latent heating and cooling processes. The analytical studies by Barcilon et al. (1979 Barcilon et al. ( , 1980 and the steady-state nonlinear solutions presented in Barcilon and Fitzjarrald (1985) indicate that moisture can play a dual role in modifying mountain waves and wave drag. A moist layer that is adjacent to the topography tends to weaken mountain waves and reduce wave drag and, on the other hand, a moist layer aloft could enhance waves and increase wave drag. In addition, the wave characteristics may be affected by precipitation as well (Barcilon et al. 1980) . In fact, the moist processes associated with precipitation are irreversible, and consequently, the moist N approach is not strictly applicable to moist mountain waves in the presence of heavy precipitation.
The second category of studies of moist airflow interaction with topography includes numerical studies using mesoscale models with explicit cloud parameterizations. The impact of moisture on trapped waves has been examined by Durran and Klemp (1982a) using a nonlinear numerical model with simple cloud physics. They demonstrated that moist processes in general weaken, and sometimes even disrupt trapped waves. Durran and Klemp (1983) studied the sensitivity of two-dimensional hydrostatic mountain waves to moist effects and concluded that moist processes tend to weaken hydrostatic waves as well. The interaction between the moist airflow and an isolated mountain have been investigated by Miglietta and Buzzi (2001) and using mesoscale numerical models. They found that low-level moisture could help airflow ascend over high topography and substantially reduce the upslope flow blocking. Doyle and Smith (2003) examined the latent heat effect on large-amplitude trapped waves in the Alps observed during the Mesoscale Alpine Programme and found that the latent heat release in the midtroposphere associated with precipitation plays a crucial role in forcing the lowlevel flow into the downslope windstorm regime and provides a pathway to the foehn. The interaction between a two-dimensional ridge and a nearly neutral moist airflow was recently studied by Miglietta and Rotunno (2005) and they found that the saturated airflow over the upwind slope can transition to unsaturated in the lee associated with strong descent.
Terrain blocking of moist airflow and its impact on orographic precipitation have been discussed in a number of model-based idealized and case studies (Buzzi et al. 1998; Colle 2004; Cox et al. 2005; Colle et al. 2008 ). Low-level flow blocking occurs frequently over the upwind slopes of major barriers such as the Sierra Mountains and European Alps, which has significant implications for mountain waves. For uniformly stratified hydrostatic flow past a two-dimensional ridge or an isolated hill, it has been demonstrated that the flow deceleration over the upwind slope is controlled by the nondimensional mountain height, M 5 Nh m /U c , where h m is the terrain height and U c is the ambient cross-barrier wind component (Smith 1989; Smith and Grønås 1993) . When the nondimensional mountain height exceeds a certain threshold (hereafter referred to the critical mountain height), the cross-barrier wind component can be reduced to zero over the upwind slope (referred to as flow stagnation), which implies severe low-level blocking. The critical nondimensional mountain height M c for the onset of the upslope flow stagnation varies with the terrain horizontal aspect ratio (Smith 1989) . Huppert and Miles (1969) found, in their modeling study, that M c ' 0.85 for flow past a two-dimensional ridge. Based on a series of numerical simulations of nearly saturated stratified flows past a three-dimensional Gaussian hill, has demonstrated that the upslope flow deceleration and the onset of upwind flow stagnation can be predicted using a moist nondimensional mountain height, M w 5 N w h m /U c , where N w is the average moist buoyancy frequency below the mountaintop level. Smith et al. (2002) suggested that in the presence of severe blocking, only the upper portion of mountains that is above the blocked layer contributes to mountain-wave generation. Based on this argument, an effective terrain height can be defined as h eff 5 h 2 h cutoff , where h is the real terrain height and h cutoff , referred to as the cutoff mountain height in Smith et al. (2002) , is the depth of the blocked layer. According to linear wave theory, the mountainwave amplitude is proportional to the terrain height, and therefore, flow blocking in general weakens waves by reducing the effective terrain height.
It is noteworthy that most of the moist studies cited above are analytical or idealized studies of interaction between a steady moist airflow characterized by simple velocity, stratification, and moisture profiles and idealized topography, such as a two-dimensional ridge or an isolated hill. Observation-based studies of realistic synoptic flow past complex terrain are still rare. This study is inspired by observations obtained during the Terraininduced Rotor Experiment (T-REX; Grubišić et al. 2008) . Our primary objective is to examine the impact of moisture on mountain waves associated with the interaction between westerly or southwesterly moist airflow and the Sierra Mountains. T-REX took place over the Sierra Mountains and Owens Valley in March and April of 2006, and the objective was to enhance our understanding of mountain waves and wave-induced rotor circulations in the lee of the Sierra Nevada Range.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Observational results are presented in section 2. The numerical model configuration is described in section 3. In section 4, diagnosis of four moist simulations is presented. The effects of moisture on low-level flow blocking and wave characteristics aloft are further examined in section 5. The results and conclusions are summarized in section 6.
Observational summary
a. Dependence of mountain waves on mountaintop winds and moisture
The T-REX region of enhanced observations includes two nearly parallel mountain ranges, the Sierra Nevada and Inyo Mountains, with the quasi-two-dimensional Owens Valley located between the two ranges ( Fig. 1) . A variety of ground-based instruments, including automatic weather stations, flux towers, wind profilers, and scanning aerosol and Doppler lidars were deployed in Owens Valley near Independence, California. In addition, the University of Wyoming King Air (UWKA) flew vertical stacks across Owens Valley, oriented approximately along the mountaintop wind direction (see Fig. 1 ), to sample gravity waves in the lower to middle troposphere (up to ;8 km MSL). Twenty-four UWKA flights have been conducted to observe mountain waves associated with the westerly or southwesterly winds at the mountaintop level during the 2-month-long field campaign. During each Intensive Observational Period (IOP), GPS radiosondes have been launched from the upwind side of the Sierra Mountains [i.e., either from Lemoore, California, or the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Mobile GPS Advanced Upper Air System (MGAUS) near Fresno, California; Fig. 1 ]. The large-scale flow conditions for a typical westerly T-REX IOP are shown in Fig. 2 . A shortwave trough is positioned offshore of northern California, which directs strong westerly or southwesterly flow toward Owens Valley. The prevailing wind direction near the mountaintop level (;4 km MSL) during westerly IOPs is approximately perpendicular to the main Sierra ridge, which favors the generation of strong mountain waves over Owens Valley.
The relationship between the wave amplitudes, derived from UWKA measurements, and the cross-barrier wind component (i.e., 2458 from north) at the mountaintop level, derived from the upstream soundings is shown in Fig. 3a . Here the wave amplitude is defined as the maximum vertical velocity range along each wave traverse. Wave traverses refer to those flight segments that are characterized by smooth waves above the mountaintop. A radiosonde was launched from the upwind side of the Sierra Mountains every 3 h during each IOP. We assume that it takes about 3 h for airflow to travel the distance between the upstream sounding site at Fresno and Independence in Owens Valley, which is approximately 100 km. The upstream radiosonde with its launching time closest to t 2 3, where t is the hour when the maximum wave amplitude was observed, is selected to represent the ambient flow condition.
In general, the measured wave amplitude tends to increase linearly with the cross-barrier wind component at the mountaintop level (Fig. 3a) . It is noteworthy that the wave amplitudes from the flights of IOP-5, IOP-8, and IOP-12 are well below the average trend and show little sensitivity to the upstream wind speed. After removing these three outliers, the linear least squares regression using the other 21 points yields
We refer to the wave amplitude, W(U c ), given by (1) as the reference wave amplitude for a given upstream cross-barrier wind component, U c . To examine the connection between the relative humidity (RH) and the Sierra wave amplitude, the cases with the relative humidity (i.e., with respect to water throughout this paper) maximum (RH max ) within a vertical distance of 1 km from the mountaintop level (i.e., 3-5 km MSL) greater than 70% are referred to as moist cases and shown as filled circles in Fig. 3a . According to this definition, there are 11 moist cases, approximately 46% of the events documented. It is evident that the wave amplitudes of most moist cases are smaller than their corresponding reference wave amplitudes. The wave amplitudes for the 24 flights normalized by the reference wave amplitude are plotted versus the upstream RH maxima in Fig. 3b . There are four very moist cases with RH max . 90%, corresponding to IOP-5, IOP-6c (i.e., the third flight during IOP-6), IOP-8, and IOP-12, respectively. For three of the four very moist cases, namely, IOP-5, IOP-8, and IOP-12, which correspond to the three outliers in Fig. 3a , the observed wave amplitudes are only approximately one-third of the corresponding reference wave amplitudes. The dashed curve in Fig. 3b represents a third-order polynomial regression using all the data points except for IOP-6c. Despite the scatter, it is evident that for the relatively dry cases (i.e., RH max , 70%) the mean normalized wave amplitude is close to unity and, for moist cases, the normalized wave amplitude tends to decrease with increasing RH, implying a strong influence of moisture on mountain waves. The normalized wave amplitude of IOP-6c is close to unity, although the upstream RH max for IOP-6c is above 90%. It is noteworthy that the mountain waves observed during moist IOPs were much less steady than observed during dry IOPs. The time scale for mountain waves to establish in the troposphere is T ; O(L/U c ), where L is the mountain width and U c is the characteristic crossmountain wind component. Using L ; 100 km for the main Sierra ridge and U c ; 10 m s 21 , we obtain T ; 3 h, which is far shorter than typical synoptic time scales (; a few days). Therefore, we expect the tropospheric waves over the mesoscale terrain to be relatively steady. This has been confirmed by recent aircraft observations of mountain waves in the troposphere and lower stratosphere over the Alps (Smith et al. 2002) and the Sierra Mountains (Smith et al. 2008) for relatively dry wave events. The wave patterns observed within a vertical cross section during some T-REX moist IOPs were much less coherent, indicative of unsteadiness. The rapid evolution The normalized wave amplitude is plotted vs the upwind RH maximum. Points corresponding to the four very moist cases are labeled. The dashed curve represents a third-order polynomial regression using all the data points except for or unsteadiness of the moist mountain waves is likely caused by fast temporal variation of the moisture content in the incoming flow and rapid microphysical processes with time scales typically less than 3 h. The 3-hourly radiosonde observations indicate substantial variations of water vapor content in the lower troposphere during the observational periods.
b. The four moist IOPs
The remainder of this paper focuses on the four very moist cases with the upstream RH max . 90%. They correspond to the afternoon flight on 20 March (i.e., IOP-5), the afternoon flight on 25 March (IOP-6c), the afternoon flight on 31 March (IOP-8), and the morning flight on 11 April 2006 (IOP-12) . The large-scale flow conditions are quite similar for these cases, characterized by a shortwave trough located off the California and Oregon coast (Fig. 2) . The prevailing mountaintop winds are southwesterly and widespread low-level clouds are evident around the observation periods (Fig. 4) . In general, more clouds are present over the upwind side of the Sierra ridge. Upstream clouds are especially apparent IOP-6c; it was largely cloud free to the east of the Sierra Mountains, consistent with strong leeside descent. Foehn clearing over Owens Valley is evident for IOP-5, -6c, and -12, indicative of flow descent over the leeslope of the Sierra Mountains. The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) image for IOP-8 shows widespread convective clouds and a thin line of clearing over Owens Valley, suggestive of relatively weak leeside descent.
The profiles of cross-barrier winds, potential temperature, and relative humidity from four upstream radiosondes corresponding to the flight periods of the four cases are shown in mean cross-barrier winds are weak for IOP-8 and -12 and much stronger for IOP-5 and -6c. The potential temperature profiles indicate that the incoming airflow is generally less stable below 2 km MSL and more stable above the mountaintop level. It is noteworthy that for all four soundings, the Scorer parameter, l 2 5 N 2 /U c 2 2 U czz /U c , decreases with altitude above the mountaintop level, associated with the forward shear in the U c profiles. It is well established that a decrease of the Scorer parameter with height favors the formation of trapped waves (Scorer 1949) . The RH profiles indicate that a deep moist layer up to 7 km is present in IOP-5 and -12. The moist layer is much shallower (;3-4 km MSL) for IOP-6c and -8 (Table 2) .
Model description
The atmospheric component of the Coupled OceanAtmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS, 1 Hodur 1997) is used for this study. COAMPS is a nonlinear, compressible, nonhydrostatic terrain-following mesoscale model with a suite of physical parameterizations. The turbulent mixing and diffusion are represented using a prognostic equation for the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) budget (Mellor and Yamada 1974) . The surface heat and momentum fluxes are computed following the Louis (1979) and Louis et al. (1982) formulation. The grid-scale evolution of the microphysical processes is explicitly predicted from budget equations for cloud water, cloud ice, rainwater, snow water, and water vapor mixing ratios (Rutledge and Hobbs 1983) and the subgrid-scale moist convective processes are parameterized using an approach following Kain and Fritsch (1993) . The short-and longwave radiation processes are parameterized following Harshvardhan et al. (1987) .
The initial fields for the model are created from multivariate optimum interpolation analysis of upperair sounding, surface, commercial aircraft, and satellite data that are quality controlled and blended with the 12-h COAMPS forecast fields. Lateral boundary conditions for the outermost grid mesh are derived from Navy Operational Global Analysis and Prediction System (NOGAPS) forecast fields. The computational domain contains four horizontally nested grid meshes (i.e., one-way nesting) of 91 3 91, 131 3 131, 157 3 157, and 256 3 256 grid points, and the corresponding horizontal grid spacings are 27, 9, 3, and 1 km, respectively. There are 60 levels in the vertical on a nonuniform sigma grid with finer spacings in the lower troposphere. The model top is located approximately at 30 km MSL and a sponge boundary condition is applied to the upper onethird of the domain to reduce the downward reflection of gravity waves (Klemp and Lilly 1978) . The terrain data is based on the Global Land One-km Base Elevation (GLOBE) dataset. The 1-km mesh is centered at Independence and the terrain in the 1-km mesh is shown Fig. 1b .
For the four moist cases examined in this study, the model is initialized at 1200 UTC 20 March, 25 March, 31 March, and 11 April 2006, respectively, and integrated over 18 h. The first 4 h of each simulation is considered to be the spinup period and only the output data from the 4-18-h period are used for diagnosis. For each case, a pair of simulations have been performed. The simulation with full physics is referred to as the control simulation. In addition to the control simulation, a sensitivity simulation is carried out for each case with the identical model configuration except that microphysical processes such as condensation, evaporation, ice physics, and precipitation are turned off in the 1-km grid, which is referred to as the dry simulation. It is noteworthy that the simulations in the 27-, 9-, and 3-km grids are identical for each pair of simulations to ensure that the large-scale flow conditions are comparable for each pair of control and dry simulations. For the convenience of description, the control and dry simulations are referred to as CTRLX and DRYX, where X 5 5, 6c, 8, and 12, corresponding to respectively. For the four moist cases, the simulated wind, potential temperature, and RH profiles are included in Fig. 5 for comparison with the radiosonde observations. The profiles are derived from the control simulations. There are some noticeable discrepancies between the modeled and observed profiles. For example, the simulated crossbarrier wind component from CTRL6c is weaker than the observed in the troposphere. Overall, the agreement between the control simulations and observations is encouraging. In particular, COAMPS reasonably captures the relatively deep moist layers in IOP-5 and -12 and shallower moist layers in IOP-6c and -8. The simulated wind speed increases with altitude between the mountaintop level and the tropopause, which is in agreement with the radiosonde observations. The satisfactory agreement between the control simulations and the radiosonde observations suggests that general characteristics of the large-scale flows for the four moist cases are well simulated.
The unsteadiness of the Sierra waves during the four moist IOPs makes any direct comparison between the UWKA in situ measurements and the control simulations difficult. A crude comparison is given in Table 1 , where some characteristics of the primary lee waves over Owens Valley along the UWKA flight cross section derived from the UWKA observations and COAMPS control simulations are listed. It is evident that the COAMPS-simulated wave characteristics and wavelengths are in good agreement with the observations. However, the simulated waves are in general somewhat stronger than observed.
Numerical results
In this section, the characteristics of the simulated mountain waves derived from the control and the corresponding dry simulations of each moist case are illustrated. The objectives are threefold: (i) to understand the impact of moisture on wave characteristics such as wave amplitude and wave momentum fluxes, (ii) to examine the role of low-level moisture in low-level flow blocking, and (iii) to evaluate the influence of the moist layer on the wave amplitude aloft.
a. The impact of moisture on wave characteristics
We start by examining vertical cross sections derived from the control and dry simulations for each case. These cross sections are oriented along the UWKA flight track (Fig. 1b) and are valid approximately at the corresponding observational times.
For IOP-5, two trapped wave modes are present in the lee of the Sierra ridge in the control simulation (Fig. 6a) : one is located in the lower troposphere with a horizontal wavelength of approximately 9 km and the other is centered in the upper troposphere with a longer horizontal wavelength (;18 km). Trapped waves are determined here by the following criteria: (i) the phase lines are vertically oriented and (ii) the wavenumber is larger than the smallest Scorer parameter in the layer above the wave. A wave becomes evanescent (or trapped) when it propagates into a layer with Scorer parameter less than the horizontal wavenumber (Scorer 1949) . The upper trapped wave mode appears in the corresponding dry simulation as well. However, compared to the control simulation, the wave amplitude in the dry simulation is more than doubled and the vertical wavelength is noticeably shorter. In the lower troposphere, a hydraulic-jump-like structure, characterized by sharp ascent and nearly vertical isentropes (Fig. 6b) , is evident in DRY5, and the updraft associated with the jump is significantly stronger than that induced by the short trapped wave in CTRL5.
IOP-6c is characterized by a deep hydrostatic wave extending from the valley floor up to the tropopause (Fig. 7a) . The wave amplitude and the horizontal wavelength (;30 km) are much larger than those of IOP-5. The upslope cloud top is approximately 1 km higher than the top of the moist layer observed upstream (Fig. 5b) , indicative of strong upslope ascent. In the absence of moist processes, the wave amplitude becomes considerably larger (Fig. 7b) , implying that moist processes tend to weaken waves for IOP-6c as well.
For both CTRL8 and DRY8, a small-amplitude trapped wave is located in the lee of the Sierra ridge, which decays rapidly downstream (Fig. 8) . A thin layer of clouds is present over the upwind slope in CTRL8, consistent with the shallow moist layer shown in the RH profile for IOP-8 (Fig. 5c) . Consequently, the wave characteristics shown in the corresponding dry simulation (Fig. 8b) are similar to those in the control simulation except that the wave amplitude is slightly smaller.
In CTRL12, a deep cloud layer is located over the upwind slope, which extends downstream over half of the valley (Fig. 9a) . The cloud water mixing ratios are substantially smaller than in the CTRL6c section, indicating a much weaker upslope ascent associated with the weaker low-level cross-barrier winds (Fig. 5d) . A trapped wave is evident over the lee slope of the Sierra ridge in CTRL12. Compared to the control simulation, the trapped wave in the corresponding dry simulation is much stronger and more wave energy leaks into the upper troposphere as well (Fig. 9b) . In summary, by contrasting the cross sections from the control and dry simulations, we find that moist processes in general tend to weaken waves . Moisture could alter the wave modes (IOP-5) and the vertical wavelength (IOP-5) as well. The impact of moisture on waves appears to be dependent on the depth of the low-level moist layer and the cross-barrier winds below the mountaintop level.
b. The impact of moisture on wave momentum fluxes
The above discussion is largely based on diagnosis of the wave characteristics along a vertical cross section defined by the UWKA flight segment. To examine the impact of moist processes using a domain-wide wave metric, we compute the domain-averaged vertical flux of the cross-barrier horizontal momentum component for each control-dry pair of simulations. The cross-barrier momentum flux is defined as
where u9 c 5 u c À u c and w9 5 w À w denote the crossbarrier wind and vertical velocity perturbations, r(z) is the air density, the overbar denotes the domain-wide ensemble average, and A is the domain area. The timeheight diagrams of the cross-barrier wave momentum fluxes are shown in Fig. 10 for the control and dry simulations of IOP-5. It is evident that in the early hours of the simulation the momentum fluxes from the two simulations are comparable (Figs. 10a,b) , likely due to the fact that the airflow is still relatively dry in the early hours of the simulation (Fig. 10c) . The amplitude of the momentum flux from CTRL5 becomes significantly smaller than that of the DRY5 simulation associated with the arrival of the moist airflow, implying that the mountain waves have been substantially weakened by moist processes during IOP-5. For IOP-6c, the dry simulation produces stronger waves than the control simulation (Fig. 11) . In contrast, for IOP-8 and IOP-12, the waves are much weaker and the differences in the momentum fluxes from the control and dry simulations are relatively small (not shown), suggesting that the impact of moisture on the domain-average wave characteristics is small for IOP-8 and IOP-12. This is likely due to the weaker low-level flow in these two IOPs, which leads to deeper upwind blocking. Consequently, orographic clouds are only present over high peaks where appreciable ascent exists. The upwind blocking will be further discussed in the following sections.
c. Low-level flow blocking
The term ''blocking'' in this study refers to the deceleration of surface winds by the terrain-induced positive pressure perturbations over the upwind terrain slope. Blocking tends to weaken mountain waves through a reduction of the vertical velocity near the terrain surface. For flow over a two-dimensional ridge, the lower boundary condition is given by w s 5 U s (›h/›x). Here U s and w s are the horizontal and vertical velocities along the terrain surface and ›h/›x is the terrain slope. Over high mountains, the cross-barrier wind component over the windward slope could be significantly reduced by low-level flow blocking, which results in weaker vertical motion near the terrain surface.
To understand the impact of moist processes on the upwind flow blocking, the average cross-barrier wind component and vertical velocity over each 100-m elevation interval in a box over the upwind slope of the Sierra ridge (Fig. 12 ) is calculated and shown in Fig. 13 as a function of the elevation. Around the observation time of IOP-5, the cross-barrier wind component along the upwind surface from the control simulation is substantially stronger than from the corresponding dry simulation for elevations above 1.5 km MSL, implying that low-level moisture plays a significant role in reducing the upwind flow blocking (Fig. 13a) . Consequently, the upslope ascent in the control simulation is much stronger than in the dry simulation. It is noteworthy that the low-level flow is relatively dry in the early hours of the IOP-5 simulation, and accordingly, the difference between the cross-barrier winds over the upwind slope from the control and dry simulations is small (not shown). IOP6c is characterized by the strongest low-level cross-barrier winds in the four IOPs examined (Fig. 3) , and accordingly, the surface cross-barrier winds are substantially stronger than the other three cases (Fig. 13b) . Between 1.5 and 2.75 km MSL, the crossbarrier winds and the upslope ascent are considerably stronger in CTRL6c than in DRY6c, indicative of the strong moisture impact on the upslope ascent. Both IOP-8 and IOP-12 are characterized by a deep blocked layer over the upwind slope (Figs. 13c,d ), which is consistent with the weak low-level cross-barrier winds in the upstream wind profiles (Fig. 5) . The cross-barrier winds and the upslope ascent are in general stronger in the control simulations than in the corresponding dry simulations of IOP-8 and -12, but compared to the IOPs with relatively strong lowlevel winds (i.e., IOP-5 and -6c), the difference between the dry and control simulations are much less pronounced.
The role of moisture in reducing blocking is explored further with a trajectory analysis. For each simulation, air parcels have been released at 1800 UTC from an upstream point (Fig. 12) and different altitudes. The forward trajectories are computed using x n11 5 x n 1 V(x n , t n )Dt, where x n denotes the three-dimensional position vector at step n, V(x n ) is the three-dimensional wind vector at position x n , and time t n is linearly interpolated from the half-hour interval wind data from the COAMPS simulations. The time interval Dt is chosen to be 0.5 min for most calculations. In the absence of nonconservative processes such as radiation and mixing, the equivalent potential temperature of each Lagrangian air parcel should be conserved. For each trajectory calculation, the variation of the air parcel equivalent potential temperature has been checked to ensure the thermodynamic consistency. Trajectories with equivalent potential temperature (or potential temperature for dry simulations) change greater than 1 K are recalculated with a reduced time interval. As an example, some trajectories derived for the control and dry simulations of IOP-5 are shown in Fig. 12 . It is evident that the trajectories of parcels released from both 2.5 km and 3 km MSL are deflected more toward the north by the Sierra ridge in the dry simulation than in the corresponding control simulation. For example, an air parcel released from 2 km MSL is blocked to the windward side in the dry simulation and in contrast, ascends across the Sierra ridge in the control simulation. A similar trajectory analysis using winds from CTRL6c and CTRL12 indicates that, in the control simulations, the depth of the blocked layer upstream of Independence is significantly shallower than in their corresponding dry simulations, likely associated with moist processes over the upwind slope. Trajectories calculated using winds from the IOP-8 simulations confirm the presence of a deep blocked layer to the west of the main Sierra ridge. However, compared to the other three IOPs, the difference between the moist and dry trajectories of IOP-8 is much smaller, likely due to the shallow nature of the moist layer and weak low-level cross-barrier winds in IOP-8.
d. The impact of moisture above the mountaintop on waves
To examine the impact of moisture aloft on the mountain-wave amplitude, we define an wave amplification factor,Ŵ(z) 5 W(z)/W s , where W(z) 5 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi r(z) p ÐÐ B w j jdx dy is a bulk measure of density-weighted wave strength at level z, W s is W along the terrain surface, and r(z) is the air density. The symbol B denotes the area of the rectangular box oriented along the UWKA flight track across the Sierra ridge and Owens Valley (Fig. 12) . The wave amplification factors computed from the four pairs of simulations around the observational times are shown in Fig. 14 . It is evident that, in the middle troposphere and above, the wave amplification factor from the dry simulation of IOP 5 is significantly larger than from the corresponding control simulation. For example, the ratio ofŴ(z 5 7.5 km) values from DRY5 and CTRL5 is 1.6 (i.e., given the same perturbation source, the wave amplitude in the dry atmosphere could be more than 50% larger than in the corresponding moist atmosphere). Presumably, the relatively deep moist layer in the lower to middle atmosphere during IOP-5 significantly weakens the waves, likely through reduction of the buoyancy force.
For IOP-6c,Ŵ(z) derived from DRY6c is larger than that from the corresponding control simulation as well. At z 5 7. 5 km, theŴ(z) ratio for DRY6c and CTRL6c is around 1.3, which is substantially smaller than that derived from the IOP-5 simulations, likely because the moist layer is shallower in IOP-6c than in IOP-5. For IOP-8 and IOP-12, in the middle troposphere, theŴ(z) values from the dry simulations are always larger than from the corresponding control simulations, implying that the moist layer above the mountaintop level tends to weaken mountain waves. The difference between thê W(z) profiles from DRY8 and CTRL8 is much smaller than the other three IOPs, which is consistent with the thin liquid clouds over the upwind slope shown in the CTRL8 vertical cross section (Fig. 8) . It is noteworthy that the above results are relatively insensitive to the location of the downstream boundary of the box (Fig. 12) , as long as the primary waves in the lee of the Sierra ridge (Figs. 6-9 ) are inside the box. The damping effect of a moist layer adjacent to the topography on mountain waves is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Barcilon et al. 1980; Durran and Klemp 1982a) .
In summary, the diagnosis of the four pairs of simulations suggests that moisture modulates mountain waves mainly through two competing processes. Below the mountaintop level, moisture tends to enhance waves through reducing blocking and therefore increasing the effective terrain height. The moist layer immediately above the terrain tends to attenuate waves (referred to as damping effect hereafter). For IOP-5, -6c, and -12, the damping effect dominates and the resultant mountains waves are weaker in the control simulations than in the corresponding dry simulations. For IOP-8, the two mechanisms are likely comparable.
Discussion
Both low-level flow blocking and microphysical processes are highly nonlinear and analytically intractable. Instead of explicitly dealing with these nonlinear processes, in this section, we attempt to seek a consistent qualitative interpretation of the observed and simulated wave characteristics and their dependence on moist processes using the traditional moist buoyancy frequency concept, the equivalent terrain concept (Smith et al. 2002) , a multiple layer linear wave model, and a set of idealized simulations. FIG. 12 . Two pairs of trajectories are shown, corresponding to parcels launched from a point at the western side of Sierras and from 2500 and 3000 m MSL, computed using the winds from CTRL5 and DRY5, respectively. The symbols C and D in the labels indicate trajectories from CTRL5 and DRY5, and the number 1 and 2 correspond to the parcels from the 3000-and 2500-m level, respectively. The dark-dotted box over the upwind slope indicates the area where the upwind slope blocking index are computed and the larger white box corresponds to the area over which the wave amplification factors are computed.
a. Moist buoyancy frequency and effective mountain height
As discussed in the introduction, if we assume that the precipitation is weak and the moist processes involved are reversible, the moist buoyancy frequency of a saturated atmosphere can be written as (Durran and Klemp 1982b )
where
is the moist adiabatic lapse rate, the symbols q w , q L , and q s denote the mixing ratios of water vapor, liquid water, FIG. 13. The average cross-barrier wind component and the vertical velocity over the upwind slope in the dotted box shown in Fig. 12 are plotted against the terrain elevation. They are derived from the four pairs of simulations approximately at the UWKA observational times. and solid water. For the four upstream soundings shown in Fig. 5 , the moist buoyancy frequency N w is calculated using (3). For N w 2 , 0 (i.e., the moist layer may be convectively unstable), we let N w 5 À ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ÀN 2 w p . When the upstream airflow is unsaturated, Eq. (3) can still be used to calculate N w by assuming that the unsaturated air column is lifted to the lifting condensation level (LCL) uniformly. Reeves and Rotunno (2008) have demonstrated that the LCL plays a role in upstream blocking when the upstream air is unsaturated. However, in this study, the RH is approximately 90% in the lower atmosphere and the corresponding LCL is between 100 and 200 m, which is much less than the ridge height (;3.5 km) and the characteristic vertical wavelengths (;6 km).
As expected, in general, N w is smaller than N and the difference decreases with increasing altitude (Fig. 15) . For IOP-5 and IOP-12, the layer depth with a substantially smaller N w is roughly 6 km due to the deep moist layer in these two IOPs (Fig. 5) . It is also noteworthy that N w is negative in the lower troposphere for IOP-8, which is consistent with the presence of convective clouds in the GOES images (Fig. 4c) . Smith et al. (2002) has shown that, using the effective terrain height, a linear wave model could reproduce the observed wave characteristics over Mount Blanc (4810 m MSL), the highest peak in the Alps, reasonably well. Based on previous studies, we hypothesize that the effective terrain height is given by
where M c is the critical nondimensional mountain height for the Sierra ridge. The depth of the blocked layer is then given by h cutoff 5 h m 2 h eff , where h m 5 3.5 km is chosen as the mean Sierra ridge crest height. It is instructive to evaluate how much low-level moisture may have modified the effective terrain height for the four moist cases using (4) and the upstream soundings. It is evident that U c , N, and N w vary strongly with altitude (Figs. 5 and 15 ). To solve (4) for h eff , we first calculate the average U c , N, and N w in each 100-m vertical range bin below 3.5 km MSL. We further hypothesize that if the blocking criterion is met at a certain level, the flow at and below that level is blocked. Hence, the effective terrain height is determined as the minimum h eff that satisfies h eff N(z 5 h m 2 h eff )/U c (z 5 h m 2 h eff ) . M c . For M c 5 1, Eq. (4) is solved using the cross-barrier wind component U c and the dry and moist N derived from the four upstream soundings, respectively. The results are included in Table 2 .
As expected, a deep blocked layer exists for both IOP-8 and IOP-12, associated with weaker cross-barrier winds below the mountaintop level (Fig. 5) . IOP-6c is characterized by the strongest cross-barrier winds and the depth of the blocked layer is the smallest accordingly. It is noteworthy that the low-level moisture reduces the blocked layer depth by more than 1 km for IOP-6c, which likely contributes to the large normalized wave amplitude (i.e., close to unity; Fig. 3 ). For IOP-5 and IOP-12, the presence of low-level moisture causes a moderate reduction (i.e., 300-500 m) in the blocked flow depth. For IOP-8, the blocked flow depth shows little dependence on moisture, implying that the moist layer is largely blocked. The impact of the effective terrain height variation on the mountain-wave amplitude will be further illustrated in the next section using a linear wave model.
b. Impact of moisture on linear waves
The linear wave model we use here has been described in Smith et al. (2002) and Doyle and Jiang (2006) . After applying fast Fourier transform to the horizontal dimensions, the steady-state linear wave equation is solved in the wavenumber space in each discrete layer characterized by a uniform buoyancy frequency N i and horizontal velocity (U i , V i ), where i is the layer index. At the interface of two adjacent layers, matching conditions are applied to ensure the continuity of mass and pressure. A linearized impermeable boundary condition, w(0) 5 V 1 Á $h, is employed along the ground surface, where V 1 is the wind vector in the first layer and $h is the terrain slope. In the top layer, a radiation boundary condition is applied which only retains the outgoing waves. Finally, the wave solution in the physical space is derived using the inverse fast Fourier transform.
As discussed in the previous sections, to apply a linear wave model to the problem of moist airflow past high topography such as the Sierra Mountains, the nonlinear processes, low-level flow blocking and the adiabatic warming or cooling associated with microphysical processes, need to be properly represented. In this study, these two processes are represented by the moist buoyancy frequency and the cutoff terrain height (Table 2) , respectively. The cutoff terrain height method has been successfully applied to the Alpine waves in the presence of a deep blocked layer by Smith et al. (2002) . The moist buoyancy frequency is a rather crude representation of microphysical processes. Nevertheless, the incorporation of a cutoff mountain height and moist N into a linear model provides the simplest theoretical framework for qualitatively evaluating the relative importance of the two competing moisture effects on mountain waves.
The wave amplitude ratios derived from the corresponding moist and dry pairs of linear solutions are included in Table 2 . The model includes fifteen 1-km-thick layers with a radiation boundary condition applied at z 5 15 km. The model domain, centered at Independence is composed of 1024 by 1024 grid points with a grid spacing of 2 km. Periodic conditions are applied along the sidewalls. For each case, the moist (dry) wave solutions are obtained using the moist (dry) h cutoff and moist (dry) N, respectively. Again, the wave amplitude is defined as the maximum w range in the UWKA vertical cross section between the mountaintop level and 8 km MSL.
According to Table 2 , although the effective terrain height for IOP-5 is 300 m higher in the presence of moist processes, the moist wave amplitude is substantially reduced, implying that the destratification mechanism dominates. The derived moist-dry wave amplitude ratio is comparable to the observations (Fig. 3b) and the COAMPS simulations. Note that the ratios derived from COAMPS simulations are averaged over 3 h around each UWKA flight period. For IOP-6c, the effective terrain height is significantly higher with moisture and yet the waves are still stronger in the dry solution. The moistdry wave amplitude ratios from the linear model and from COAMPS are comparable and are slightly less than unity, implying that the two competing mechanisms for moisture to modulate waves largely offset each other for IOP-6c. Moist processes have the least influence on waves during IOP-8. The thin moist layer is mostly blocked to the upwind side of the Sierra ridge and the impact of moist processes on low-level flow blocking and destratification aloft is insignificant. For IOP-12, moisture reduces the blocked flow depth by 500 m and the moist wave is approximately 20% weaker than the corresponding dry wave, indicating that the damping effect dominates as in IOP-5. Compared to IOP-5, the Both the diagnosis of nonlinear numerical solutions and linear analysis consistently indicate the two competing effects of moist processes on mountain waves: reducing blocking and damping effects. To further confirm the sensitivity of wave amplitudes to the upstream moist layer depth, a set of idealized simulations of homogenous flows past a finite ridge have been carried out. The computational domain comprises 201 3 201 grid points with a horizontal grid spacing of 5 km. There are 60 vertical levels, identical to those real-data simulations, with the exception that a radiation condition is applied at the model top to reduce downward wave reflection. A bell-shaped ridge is located at the center of the domain, given by
where h m 5 4500 m is the ridge crest height, a 5 40 km and b 5 200 km are the ridge half-width and length, respectively. The model is initialized using a single sounding from IOP-5 or IOP-6c (Fig. 5) . For each case, three simulations have been carried out with the original RH profile (referred to as RHCTRL), reduced RH from above (i.e., RH in the top 0.5 km of the moist layer is reduced to 50%, referred to as RHRA), and reduced RH from below (i.e., RH in the lowest 0.5 km of the moist layer is reduced to 50%, referred to as RHRB), respectively. The incoming flow is steady and in geostrophic balance and the model is integrated over 12 h. The RHCTRL simulations using the IOP-5 and -6c soundings are characterized by trapped wave and hydrostatic waves, respectively, qualitatively similar to the corresponding real-data simulations. For both cases, the RHRA runs produce substantially stronger waves than the corresponding RHCTRL runs, implying that a deeper moist layer tends to damp the wave amplitude more. As expected, compared to the RHCTRL run, the cross-ridge wind component and vertical velocity over the upwind slope are notably reduced in the RHRB run of IOP-6c, indicative of more severe blocking due to the drier lowlevel flows. Consequently, the wave amplitude is substantially smaller in the RHRB run. For IOP-5, both the surface winds over the upwind slope and the wave aloft are weaker in the RHRB run as well. However, the differences between the RHCTRL and the RHRB runs are small. In summary, these idealized simulations are consistent with the notion that moist processes modulate mountain waves through two competing mechanisms: reducing low-level blocking and damping waves.
Conclusions
Analysis of the aircraft measurements of mountain waves and the cross-barrier wind profiles from upstream radiosondes obtained during T-REX suggests that the mountain-wave amplitude linearly increases with the upstream cross-barrier wind component at the mountaintop level and moisture in general tends to weaken mountain waves. For some very moist cases, the observed wave amplitude was less than one-third of the reference wave amplitude derived from the UWKA measurements obtained during the 2-month-long T-REX period.
Motivated by these observations, four moist cases documented during the T-REX have been examined using a mesoscale model with explicit cloud parameterizations and a linear wave model to understand the role of moisture in modulating mountain waves. Two competing mechanisms have been identified by contrasting a control and corresponding dry simulations of four moist cases, and are schematically summarized in Fig. 16 . Latent heat release associated with condensation over the upwind slope of topography tends to enhance the ascent of airflow over high terrain and therefore reduce the upwind flow blocking. This result is consistent with the idealized study of moist stratified flow past an isolated mountain by . In contrast, a moist layer adjacent to the terrain surface tends to damp waves through reducing the buoyancy frequency. This effect can be qualitatively described using the moist buoyancy frequency concept and reproduced by a linear wave model. Recently, Jiang and Doyle (2008) demonstrated that a neutrally stratified layer over a terrain surface could substantially reduce mountainwave drag. Our results are in general consistent with these findings.
The relative importance of the two competing processes is determined by the moisture and cross-barrier wind profiles, as well as the mountain height. With moderate or strong cross-barrier winds below the mountaintop level and a deep moist layer extending from the surface to the middle troposphere (i.e., IOP-5 and Fig. 16a ), the depth of the blocked layer could be substantially reduced by moist processes, and accordingly, the equivalent terrain height is increased. Likewise, the deep moist layer also reduces the stratification in the lower to middle troposphere and weakens waves. Overall, the damping effect of moisture dominates and mountainwave amplitudes could be significantly weakened by the deep moist layer. With strong low-level cross-barrier winds and a relatively shallow moist layer over the surface (i.e., IOP-6c and Fig. 16b ), the two competing moist effects, reducing blocking and damping, could largely offset each other and the overall influence of moisture on the wave amplitude is relatively small. Consequently the moist-dry wave amplitude ratio is relatively large (i.e., close to unity). When the moist layer is mostly confined below the mountaintop level where the crossbarrier winds are weak (e.g., IOP-8 and Fig. 16c ), the moist layer could be largely blocked by the high Sierra ridge. Consequently, the latent heat release associated with the upslope ascent or wave-induced vertical motion aloft is relatively small, and the influence of moisture on mountain waves is insignificant. IOP-12 is qualitatively similar to IOP-5 except that the cross-barrier winds are weaker. Accordingly, the blocked layer is deeper and the waves are weaker. As shown in Fig. 16d , the moist layer above a dry layer could serve as a waveguide, which damps waves in and above the moist layer (Durran and Klemp 1982a) and enhances waves in the dry layer below (Barcilon et al. 1980; Doyle and Smith 2003) . However, this scenario was not observed during T-REX. Given the potential impact of moisture on mountain waves identified in this study, further exploration of the complex relationship between moisture and flow over topography is required. Proper representation of those moist processes will be needed in next-generation gravity wave drag and flow blocking parameterization for large-scale models.
